PAScribe Rhodia Grey Maya
Lined Paper Pad This collaboration

between calligrapher Paul Antonio and Rhodia
is a beautiful alternative to black and white
papers. 55 lb dyed cellulose paper features a
gorgeous gray tone and an extremely smooth
surface excellent for calligraphy. Perfect for all
inks and fast-drying. 60 sheets. $25.00

Manga & Comic Illustration
Section on page 12
Deleter Manga Inks

are specifically designed for comic art, but these
high-quality inks are great for calligraphy and
brush lettering too! A wide variety of black inks
are available, each with different qualities that suit different skill levels
and techniques. Deleter’s super opaque white inks have been used by
comic artists to correct their work for years—and it’s no wonder, due to
the ink’s amazing coverage and staying power. $5.75 EA.

Molotow Liquid Chrome are highly pigmented paint markers
that create an opaque, high-gloss mirror effect on smooth,
non-porous surfaces. Valve-action tip ensures consistent ink flow.
Available in 1mm, 2mm, and 4mm. $8.99–9.99 EA.

More
Holders
& Nibs Inside!
Moon Palace
Vermillion
& Gold Ink New options from

everyone’s favorite brand of black
sumi ink: Moon Palace! Now
available in a gorgeous vermillion
shade and a metallic gold!
Vermillion Ink 120ml, $11.95
Gold Ink 60ml, $13.32

Zig Clean Color Dot Marker These dual tip
markers have a 0.5mm fine line and a flexible rounded tip
that easily makes dots of various
sizes, depending on the pressure
applied. The juicy ink flow makes this
tip fun for lettering too! $2.72 EA.

STABILO

ZIG

MOLOTOW

STABILO
Pen 68 Brush These premium

brush tip pens contain the same
odorless, water-based ink from the
original STABILO Pen 68! Perfect for
brush lettering, bullet journaling,
illustrating and more. $1.74 EA.

AB Calligraphy Rulers

These amazing tools from
Aquino da Silva make drawing
guidelines simpler and faster. Each is
portable and can easily fit into your
pencil case at only 1.75"x4.25."
Available for Engrossers/Copperplate
and Spencerian. $7.99
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Calligraphy Holders

Straight
E + M Pen Holders

Tachikawa T-36

The muted jewel and
wooden tones of these
straight holders are
just lovely!
Comfortable to grip,
these holders will fit
standard calligraphy
nibs. $2.66 EA.

This new holder features a double-ringed rubber nib fitting that is
non-rusting and holds nibs tightly, preventing shifting while writing.
Compatible with standard calligraphy nibs and crowquills. $8.25

Koh-I-Noor Cork-Tipped Penholder

Steel insert. Black lacquer, tapered, wooden staff. $6.29

Crowquill
Mitchell #51 for Crowquill and small nibs.
Straight, plastic holder. $3.00
Manuscript Holders Six holders

Hunt
Holder

certain to brighten your workspace.
Durable, attractive, and reasonably
priced. $2.50 EA.

for Hunt Crowquill Nibs. Straight, plastic holder. $1.89

Oblique
Turned Wood Oblique

The Deuce This cleverly designed plastic holder has a removable brass
flange that can be used as a straight or oblique pen holder. $6.99

For calligraphers who want an
inexpensive yet attractive
oblique holder. Wood finish
varies. $14.95

Peerless Oblique

Designed by Michael
Sull and based on holders from the 1800s, these holders feature snug-fitting brass
flanges set in a plastic handle. The flange is set to allow your pen point to touch your
paper at a less steep angle than typical holders. $14.95

Hourglass
Adjustable
Oblique

Colonial
Pen Holders

This beautiful and functional holder features a waterproof wood and
resin handle with an hourglass shape and versatile adjustable flange.
Recommended by Dr. Joe Vitolo. Left-handed version available. $47.95

4 origiNal PoCKet
sCribblers
Pocket Scribblers These tiny

holders are small in stature but mighty
in style. Both fun and functional,
they are easily transportable for
writing on location. $19.99
Turquoise

2

Green

Natural

Speedball
Holders

Basic black plastic
holder. Available in
straight or oblique.
Oblique, $1.99;
Straight, $1.49

These beautiful
handmade pen
holders are made
from cherry wood
and lightly finished.
With body styles
based on colonial
furniture spindles,
each intricate end will vary slightly.
Available in oblique or straight.
Oblique, $24.95; Straight, $16.00

Pink
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Broad Edge and Monoline Favorites Nib Sampler
This sampler includes our most popular broad edge and
monoline nibs. Try the various brands and discover which one
is best for you! Includes the following nibs: Speedball C2,
Brause C Nib, 1.5mm, Mitchell Nib, 3, Tape Nib, 2mm,
Speedball B6, Brause Cito Fein, Scroll Nib, 40, Speedball A3,
Tachikawa C Nib, 1mm, Poster Nib, 15mm. $47.99

Crowquill & Mapping

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE

to view more of
our extensive variety
of nibs for Pointed Pen,
Broad Edge, Monoline,
Mapping and more!

Calligraphy Nibs

D

Broad Edge

Pointed Pen
Pointed Pen Favorites
Nib Sampler This specially curated set includes the twelve
most popular nibs for pointed pen calligraphy. Find your
favorite! Includes the following nibs: Gillott 303, Zebra G,
Hunt 22, Hiro 40, Brause EF66, Hunt 101, Brause Steno, Nikko G,
Leonardt Principal, Gillott 404, Brause Rose, Hiro 41. $16.99

107

108

#800

515

659

ELBOW MUSIC

Hunt 107 Very sharp, produces fine lines for
drawing or retouching. $1.39 EA.
Hunt 108 Moderate flex, bronze finish.

VINTAGE NIBS AVAILABLE!

$1.49 EA.

at PaperInkArts.com

Hiro 800 Superfine drawing nib that’s highly

flexible, but strong. $1.20 EA.; 12+ $1.00 EA.

Brause 515 Nib & Holder

Elbow Nib Offset to imitate the angle of an oblique
penholder. Fine point, moderate flex. $1.99 EA.;
12+ $1.75 EA.

Gillott 659 Barrel shape and superfine point.

Brause 5 Line Music Nib Originally designed for
musicians, this nib is great for creating unique and
interesting calligraphy styles. $3.59 EA.

Very small, very flexible nib with its own holder.
$5.95 EA.; $1.99 (nib only)
Great for Spencerian. 99¢ EA.; 12–35 97¢ EA.;
36–143 95¢ EA.; 144+ 89¢ EA.

Ink Cage Nibs

INSIDE VIEW

101

Hold more ink on your nib with these handy nibs! The coil underneath the nib acts
like an ink reservoir for a pointed pen nib, allowing for lines and lines of writing
without re-dipping! Each ink cage comes permanently attached to the specific nib.

404

Hunt 101 Ink Cage Nib

Nikko Ink Cage Nib

ZEBRA

Gillott 404 Ink Cage Nib

Zebra Ink Cage Nib

Unique spring design
holds more ink!

$5.50

$5.00

Follow us on

$5.75

$6.00

@paperinkarts and

@paperandinkarts
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Broad Edge Calligraphy

FIVE LINE

NUMBER 10

NUMBER 6A

NUMBER 9

NUMBER 8

NUMBER 7

Great for
large or
decorative
writing!
Automatic Pens

NUMBER 6

NUMBER 5

NUMBER 4

NUMBER 3A

NUMBER 3

These non-rust nickel silver
lettering pens are mounted in
stain-resistant handles and
are handmade in England.
They give sharp, thin lines and
rich thick strokes. Fill with
brush or dip into ink. Use at a
steep angle. Easy to use
with ink, gouache, or
watercolor paints. $13.49 EA.

Cadels
by Vivian
Mungall

BACK COVER

This exciting new book from Ziller features 188 pages
of instruction on Cadel capitals! Cadels are
composed of a series of tape-like strokes of nearly
parallel lines which interweave and knot together.
Learn how to create these gorgeous letterforms
yourself with this handy book. $24.95

In a Lone Breath it is Written
— It is Spoken Just the Same
by Michael Clark is an

enlightening retrospective of
Michael’s personal and professional
work, spanning 35 years.
Paperback. 8.5"x11", 69 pp. $29.95

Getting Started: Broad Edge
Parallel Pen Wizardry
by Brenda Broadbent is a

1

must for your bookshelf. These
pages are full of cartridge tips
and tricks, instructions for using
various inks, writing and drawing
possibilities, color blending, writing
on fabric, and a gallery of beautiful
examples. 8.5"x11", 24 pp., full color. $7.99

Zig Calligraphy II Pigment Marker

The same great ink and quality of the Zig Memory
System Calligraphy Marker in a different size option:
2mm and 3.5mm. $2.28 EA.

2

3

4.5

u

SLANT
Pilot Parallel Pens,
Custom Sizes In order to offer some

more options, we had our master pen
wizard cut these pen nibs down to a custom
size. Each pen comes with 1 red and 1 black
cartridge and a bladder converter.
1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4.5mm, $14.25 EA.
6mm Slant, $14.95
Baby Blue

Hunter Green

Spring Green

Baby Pink

Orange

Steel Gray

Black

Pink

Summer Sun

Blue

Rose

Violet

Broad Edge Calligraphy Kit One of the most popular hands in

broad edge calligraphy is italic, and this kit is designed to help you learn
italic calligraphy. Complete with the instructional book Italic Letters:
Calligraphy and Handwriting by Inga Dubay as well as a variety of broad
edge nibs, a small grid pad, Higgins Eternal Ink, and a Speedball
holder, you’ll have everything you need to begin.
Kit with Colonial Straight Holder, $59.99
Kit with Speedball Straight Holder, $46.99
SPEEDBALL HOLDER

Pilot Parallel Custom Pen, Scroll Cut

Create beautiful, interesting lettering with these new parallel pens. Each nib has been cut
into an offset scroll style. With a continuous cartridge ink feed, lettering with a scroll nib has
never been easier. Sizes: 2.4mm, 3.8mm, 6.0mm. $14.25 EA.

2.4

4.5

4

6.0
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Moblique 2-in-1
Penholder by Luis Creations is a budget straight and oblique penholder. It has a compartment
to hold nibs inside the body of the holder. $9.35–12.19 EA.
Golden Sunshine

Moonlight Shadow

Mint Leaf

Purple Sand

Blue Coral

Copper Sunrise

Dead Sea Clay

English Rose

Silver Storm

Pink Pearl

Paper & Ink Arts
Spencerian Practice Pad

If you love our Copperplate Pad,
try the new Spencerian Version!
With plenty of room for your ascenders, descenders,
and flourishes, this precise grid layout in non-repro
blue makes digitizing your work simple. 50 sheets,
8.5"x11", $9.95

Copperplate Practice Pad

Borden & Riley Boris
Marker Layout

13.5 lb. A visual, bright
white, semi-transparent
sheet especially good for
pen and ink. No bleeding
or feathering. 50 Sheets, 9"x12", $9.49
100 Sheets, 9"x12", $15.99
50 Sheets, 11"x14", $12.99
50 Sheets, 14"x17", $16.99

This pre-lined pad is perfect for
beginning to learn copperplate
and other hands. Slant and grid
lines, 50 sheets, 8.5"x11", $7.95

Learning to Write
Spencerian Script by
Michael and Debra Sull

This instructional edition covers
styles of penmanship, tools
and equipment, techniques,
lowercase and capital letters,
and signature writing. 80 pg., paperback.
$17.95

Inks

Copperplate
Script: A Yin &
Yang Approach
by Paul Antonio

Truly master the
Copperplate hand.
This extensive
guidebook covers new concepts and
technical approaches for both upper and
lowercase letters, numbers, punctuation,
brush copperplate, flourishing, and more.
$29.95

Moon Palace Sumi Ink Excellent for both
pointed pen and broad edge work. Produces
wonderful hairlines and a subtle shine.
6.5 oz., $11.95; 15 oz., $17.95

Higgins Eternal
Non-Waterproof

Permanent and
non-fading, Higgins Eternal remains one
of the most popular calligraphy inks
for basic use and reproduction work.
2.5 oz., $4.95

Kuretake Sumi Ink, 60ml Although it is

advertised for drawing, this ink is wonderful for
lettering as well. It delivers the same richness
as the other sumi inks we carry with a little less odor. $7.29

Storage
Screw Top Dinky Dips

REFILLS

These handy sets include four vials with
screw-top caps and a small wooden storage block.
Set of 4 with Wood Block, $4.50; Set of 8 refills, $3.95

Follow us on

Pointed Pen Calligraphy

r

Getting Started: Pointed Pen

@paperinkarts and

ArtBin Pen
& Nib Carrier

Convenient see-through storage for
your pen and nibs. 7"x3.5"x1.25".
$7.99

@paperandinkarts
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Pointed Pen Calligraphy

Books

Brush Lettering

edding 1340 Brush Pens feature a flexible nib that easily
transitions between fine and broad strokes. Contain odorless, water-based,
quick-drying ink that doesn’t bleed through paper. $1.54 EA.
Honeydew Melon

The Universal Penman
engraved by George Bickham

Mastering Copperplate
by Eleanor Winters

This excellent book will
walk you through the
strokes for letter formations
and letter families,
eventually helping you build words. This book
is considered to be one of the best resources
for those wishing to learn the copperplate
style. 8"x10", 192 pp., paperback. $15.95

Calligraphic Drawing
by Schin Loong

This book offers a
practical step-by-step
tutorial on the pictorial
side of calligraphy. Learn
how to create exquisite
animals, from air, land and sea! $24.95

A compilation of flourishes, swirls,
spirals, featherings, script pictures,
panels and borders from the
leading calligraphers of the 1700s.
An excellent source for seeing what
the best English roundhand writers produced in the
18th century. $21.95

Mastering Modern
Calligraphy by
Molly Suber Thorpe

With targeted exercises and
lessons aimed at pushing
you out of your calligraphy
comfort zone, Thorpe gives readers the tools
they need to create a unique calligraphic style
that’s entirely their own. $26.99

Green

Brown

Light Blue

Turquoise

Tangerine

Red

Yellow

Violet

Light Green

Light Orange

Azure Blue

Blue

Orange

Pink

Ochre

Silver Grey

Papaya

Kuretake Cambio Tambien
Medium Tip Brush Pen
A new colorful addition to the Cambio line
of fine art brush pens from Kuretake. These
bristle-type water-based pigment brush
pens feature new technology that controls
the flow of ink naturally. No more
squeezing the barrel! Great for brush
lettering and illustrations. $8.82 EA.
Black

Rose Madder Deep

Sap Green

Cadmium Scarlet

Cadmium Yellow

Viridian

Red

Yellow Ochre

Ultramarine

Cadmium Orange

Burnt Sienna

Indigo

Zig Fudebiyori
Brush Pen Pigment, White

This latest version of the
Zig Fudebiyori brush pen features a milky white, water-based, pigmented ink
that’s great for creating a chalky effect with your lettering and drawing, or
adding highlights over other colors. $2.08
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Apricot Nude

Black

Zig Fudebiyori
Metallic Brush Pen

These metallic brush pens
contain shiny water-based
pigments and are
photo-safe, acid-free,
light-fast, and odorless.
The Fudebiyori’s durable,
flexible brush tip allows for
bold, iridescent lettering
on both dark and
light paper. $2.08 EA.
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Tombow
Dual Brush Pens Sets

Your favorite dual tip markers
are now available in exciting
new sets! The brush tip
creates beautiful paint brush
like strokes that vary in width depending on the pressure
applied. While the fine tip allows for consistent lines for
writing. The water-based ink is blendable and the resilient
nylon brush retains its point stroke after stroke. Available
individually and in 10 pack sets. $18.90 EA.

Pentel Touch
Sign Pen
with
Brush Tip

This popular
brush pen has
a flexible
yet durable tip,
perfect for precise
and fine brush lettering. $2.88 EA.

Le Pen Flex Marker

The Lettering
Workshops
by Francis
Chouquet

These brand new pens from Marvy
combine the classic Le Pen body with a flexible, super-fine
rubber brush tip. These colorful pens are perfect for
hand-lettering artists of any skill level. $1.78 EA.
Black

Navy

Pastel Coral Pink

Amethyst

Blue

Pastel Dusty Pink

Red

Oriental Blue

Pastel Ochre

Magenta

Green

Pastel Pale Blue

Dark Grey

Brown

Pastel Peppermint

Burgundy

Teal

Pastel Wisteria

This book
includes
30 exercises for
improving your hand lettering skills
as well as a plethora of valuable
instruction, samply analysis, and
inspiration. Paperback, 160 pg. $24.95

karin Brushmarker PRO

These brush markers are filled with 2.4 mL of
non-toxic, dye-based paint that rivals other
markers due to its incredible color intensity.
These markers are twice as efficient as traditional
filter markers, and equipped with durable,
flexible nylon tips. karin’s color range is vast,
but even more colors can be created through a
variety of mixing techniques. $2.92 EA.

The Little Book of Lettering
& Word Design by Cari Ferraro and
John Stevens Learn more than 50 tips

and techniques for mastering a variety
of stylish, elegant, and contemporary
hand-written alphabets! Behind this
bright purple cover are a series of lessons
on letter parts, full alphabets, and entire projects. $14.99

Brush Lettering

Getting Started: Brush Lettering

karin
DecoBrush

These brush markers are
filled with 2.4 mL of
non-toxic, metallic paint that shows up
beautifully on dark, light, and colored papers.
These markers are twice as efficient as
traditional filter markers, and equipped with
durable, flexible nylon tips. Permanent,
light-resistant, and waterproof once dry, and
adheres to a variety of surface: paper, wood,
ceramics, glass, metal, and plastics. $3.51 EA.

NEW WISHLIST FEATURE!
Create a shareable online
wishlist at paperinkarts.com

Tombow Fudenosuke Colors These extra-fine brush

pens have a small but flexible tip that can create both thick and
thin lines. A nice choice for brush lettering beginners, and a great
tool for seasoned calligraphers and illustrators as well. $2.79 EA.

Follow us on

@paperinkarts and

@paperandinkarts
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Gilding

Palladium

Dogtooth Agate Burnisher

Dogtooth, 9/16" “foot”, 5.5" long, $39.50

Patent Gold

Loose Leaf

25-sheet booklets. Price varies by type, see Gilding
section on PaperInkArts.com for current pricing.

Kolner Miniatum Ink for Gilding

Recommended by Rosemary Buczek
for writing with a pen and then
applying gold. Arrives in the right
consistency for pointed and
broad edge work. 5mL, $13.95; 50mL, $39.95

Patent Silver

Palladium, Patent Silver, Patent Gold and
Loose Leaf Gold available! 3 3/8" x 3 3/8"

Kolner Instacoll 100ml, Yellow Recommended by

Reggie Ezell and Sheila Waters as an excellent gilding size.
Yellow color helps hide small imperfections in the gold leaf.
$25.99

The Bible of Illuminated Letters by Margaret Morgan

Gelly Roll Moonlight 06 Fine Tip Now, the brightest and most vivid Moonlight colors
are available in fine point to create eye-catching details! These gel pens work like a paint pen on colored
papers, vellum and photographs. The fine line allows for the ink to dry with very little wait time,
minimizing the risk of smearing. 0.6mm ball with a 0.3mm fine line. $1.32 EA.
Blue

Cool Gray

Fluorescent Yellow

Purple

Blue Gray

Fluorescent Green

Fresh Green

Red

Blue Green

Fluorescent Orange

Green

Rose

Bordeaux

Fluorescent Vermillion

Green Gray

Sky Blue

Lavender

Ultramarine

Leaf Green

Van Dyke Brown

Light Warm Gray

Warm Gray

Pale Brown

Yellow Ochre

Gelly Roll Moonlight
06 Fine Tip Set of 10,
New Colors This set
includes one each of the
following colors: Blue
Green, Bordeaux, Fresh
Green, Lavender, Leaf
Green, Pale Brown, Sky
Blue, Ultramarine,
Vandyke Brown, and
Yellow Ochre. $11.25

Fluorescent Pink

The Art of Cursive Penmanship
by Michael R. Sull

Learn the art of handwriting to make
everyday occasions elegant!
An updated edition of the classic
“American Cursive Handwriting,”
this book is geared for adults seeking
a traditional penmanship curriculum. $19.99

Zebra Fountain Pens These free-flowing pens use an innovative ink
system that provides an efficient dispensing of the ink utilizing every drop.
Each fountain pen has a stainless steel 0.6mm nib that’s the perfect size for fine
line writing in notebooks, planners, and journals. Non-refillable. $2.69
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Silver-Lt. Silver

Violet-Blue

Pink-Light Pink

Orange-Yellow

pack a magical surprise! Use them on white
paper to see one color; try them again on black
paper to see a completely different one! 1mm rollerball tip. $2.29 EA.

Green-Blue

Gold-Lt. Gold

Blue-Green

Pentel Sparkle Pop Metallic Gel Pens

Black-Red

Writing & Drawing

Foreword by Rosemary Buczek. This book offers an extensive tools and techniques
section, history, step-by-step demonstration, decorated capitals and numbers, alphabets
of the period, borders and motifs. A ten-page gallery of contemporary illumination
complements the numerous historic examples in each chapter. 5.75"x7.75", 256 pg.,
color throughout. Glossary and index. Hardcover over sturdy spiral. $24.99

edding 1200 Metallic Fiber Pens

90% renewable resources and can be
refilled, making them eco-friendly and
economical for offices, educational
purposes, or personal use. Available in
Light Green, Orange, Pink, and Yellow. $1.72 EA.

are perfect for writing on dark papers! Soft, round
nib is capable of making strokes from 1–3mm, and
ink is quick-drying and lightfast. $1.92 EA.

Kaweco Skyline Sport Fountain Pens

Available in three modern, classy colors the Kaweco Sport fountain pen is sure to become
a favorite! The unique octagonal barrel not only looks sharp but also allows for a
comfortable grip. These pocket size pens have a smooth fine point nib that won’t wear
down. Perfect for on the go! Also available: Kaweco Sport AL, Kaweco Student Pen, and
Kaweco Ink Cartridges. $25.00 EA.

Getting Started: Hand Lettering

Coral
Mint

Writing & Drawing

Blue

Green

Gold

Red

Silver

Violet

edding 24 EcoLine
Highlighters are manufactured with

u
Macchiato

Zig Clean Color DOT Metallic Marker, Set of 4

The Clean Color Metallic DOT Marker Set contains gold, silver,
metallic red, and metallic green. Water-based, metallic pigment
ink shines on light or dark color papers! $10.56

ZEBRA Journaling
Set, 14 Pack
Seven double-ended
Mildliners and seven
Sarasa pens will help
fill your notebook with
headlines, notes,
and important events
in style. $20.90

Emott
EverFine
Color
Liner
Sets

These fine
line pens
feature a
clean,
modern
design and a range of 40 colors. Durable
plastic tips resist bending and breaking to
give you a consistent fine line. Water-based
ink is water-resistant and won’t bleed or
smear. Set of 5, $10.49; Set of 10, $17.24;
Set of 40, $67.49

Follow us on

@paperinkarts and

ZEBRA Lettering Set,
12 Pack Six double-ended

Mildliners and six Funwari
brush pens will help add
some color to your planners,
calendars, notes, journals,
and more. $22.46

The Paper Works
Sketchbook

This 8"x10" sketchbook contains
32 perforated sheets each of
White, Black, and Kraft paper
and 12 sheets of Graph paper.
$14.99

Lettering for
Planners by
Jordan Truster
& Jillian Reece

Make your planner
effective and
beautiful! This workbook is full of practical ways
to bring style to your substance. Paperback.
5.5"x8.5", 224 pp. $18.99

@paperandinkarts
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Writing & Drawing

Marvy Le Pen
Technical Drawing Pen

These pens feature super-fine,
precise points that are excellent
for outlining, comic illustrations,
and more! Black pigment ink is
permanent when dry, and won’t
bleed through most papers.
Available in six point sizes and
a brush tip. $1.64

Zebra Mildliner
Double-Ended
Highlighters

edding 55 Fineliners are perfect for
letters, postcards, notetaking, bullet journaling, and
even drawing fine details. 0.3mm nib is framed in
metal, ensuring long-lasting quality. Contains odorless,
fast-drying, lightfast, water-based ink. $0.94
Black

Yellow

Pink

Turquoise

Red

Orange

Light Blue

Steel Blue

Blue

Brown

Light Green

Carmine Red

Green

Violet

Grey

Magenta

feature an angled chisel
tip on one end and a fine
bullet tip on the other. Colors come out clean and soft,
allowing you to easily read text underneath them. $1.79 EA.

edding 1880 Drawliner Excellent for sketching,
drawing, or any activity that demands fine details.
Each nib is framed in metal, ensuring precision
and durability. Available in 8 sizes. $1.92 EA.

edding 1500
Tining Pastel
Pen, Soft White

This bullet-tip
pen contains
semi-transparent
white ink, making
it easy to transform
any vibrant color into a delicate pastel.
You can even control how intense the
white is: put down a single layer for a
semi-transparent tone. Let it dry and add
a second layer to intensify the tone and
increase the opacity. $2.21

Uni Posca Tip Variety Sets

Uni Posca markers contain opaque
water-based paint for marking on almost
anything–metal, wood, glass, plastic,
plaster, canvas and more!
Great for lettering on chalkboards and
glass. Acrylic-type paint is non-toxic,
acid-free, odorless, lightfast, and
Xylene-free. New sets contain all eight tip
sizes in all Black or all White. $34.99
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Sakura Pen-Touch Metallic

Perfectly permanent, opaque, quick-drying
metallic ink in an extra fine bullet-tip marker.
Available in Copper, Gold, and Silver.
Sizes: 0.7mm, 1.0mm, $2.62

NEW WISHLIST FEATURE!
Create a shareable online
wishlist at paperinkarts.com

Zig Clean
Color Dot Markers

These dual tip markers
have a 0.5mm fine line
and a flexible rounded tip
that easily makes dots of
various sizes, depending
on the pressure applied.
The juicy ink flow
makes this tip fun for
lettering! $2.72 EA.

Pure Black

Kiwi

Pure Blue

Ocean

Bluebonnet

Pure Pink

Candy Pink

Platinum

Denim

Pure Red

Fawn

Salmon

Pure Green

Splash

Hyacinth

Summer Sun

Island Coral

Pure Violet

Fons & Porter Fine White
Mechanical Pencil/Liner Use this

fantastic white pencil to write guidelines
for your letters, then easily brush it off
when you’re done. The ceramic lead
shows up on dark paper much better than
graphite, but removes even easier. $13.99

Blackwing Set of
3 Point Guards Crafted out of

lightweight, machined aluminum,
these guards go over the point of
your Blackwing pencil, keeping it
safe and sharp in your bag,
pocket, or pencil roll. $19.95

Phone: 615.770.9902 • toll-free: 1.800.736.7772 • PaperInkArts.com

Derwent Metallic Pencils feature a brand new, non-soluble formula
that allows for added color vibrancy, increased shimmer, and smoother application.
Blendable and capable of fine details,
these pencils will add shine and glamour
Gold
Purple
to your latest creative project. $1.62 EA.
Green
Red
Antique Gold

Bronze

Pewter

Silver

Blue

Copper

Pink

Yellow

Writing & Drawing

Cretacolor Mega Colored Pencils

These artist-quality colored pencils come with an extra-thick, 6.4mm lead core that lays down richly
pigmented, broad strokes. Lead cores are glued to the interior pencil casing, preventing breakage and
encouraging long-lasting use. Set of 12, $17.97; Set of 24, $35.97

Derwent Graphitint Pencil These pencils allow artists to maintain
the look and feel of graphite illustration while adding dimension with a hint of color.
Soft, smooth, and watersoluble, these pencils blend remarkably to create a wide
range of hues, and release vibrant color
Midnight Black
Shadow
once wet media is applied. $2.09 EA.
Mountain Grey

Slate Green

Aubergine

Cold Grey

Green Grey

Ocean Blue

Steel Blue

Autumn Brown

Cool Brown

Ivy

Port

Storm

Chestnut

Cool Grey

Juniper

Russet

Warm Grey

Cocoa

Dark Indigo

Meadow

Sage

White

Mitsubishi Hi-uni
Wooden Pencil, Set of 22 These

gorgeous pencils truly stand out as a
great choice for professional-grade
drawings. Hexagonal maroon barrels
prevent rolling, and each lead is encased
in incense-cedar wood. This set of 22
grades will allow users to create a full
range of shades, perfect for shadows, highlights, and everything
in-between. $34.75

OHTO Wooden
Mechanical Pencil 2.0

This mechanical pencil will make
you look twice! Designed to look
like a traditional wooden pencil,
these writing tools are created
from real hexagonal cedar pencil
barrels that have been
augmented to accommodate a
mechanical pencil mechanism.
Each features a brass tip and
ferrule, replaceable eraser, and
2mm lead. $10.20

Follow us on

FREE
SHIPPING
on any order
over $250

POSCA Pastels A new
wax/oil-based coloring tool from Posca!
Smooth, vibrant colors are for use on paper,
wood, glass, and more. Water-resistant,
but marks can be removed from
non-porous surfaces. $2.03 EA.

oil-based colored pencils!
Posca Oil-Based
Colored Pencil These smooth,

blendable, lightfast, highly opaque colors
are great for drawing, coloring, and mixed
media artwork. Blend with an oil medium
to add an oil paint effect. $1.91 EA.

@paperinkarts and

@paperandinkarts
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Manga & Comic Illustration

COPIC Sketch Marker Set of 6

Bold Primaries

Floral Favorites 2
Grays
Perfect Primaries
Pale Pastels

Secondary Tones

Sea and Sky

Maxon Comic Inks, Waterproof 30ml are uniquely designed for inking comic
panels, strips, and full-page illustrations. Mix these inks with water to create washes,
or with other water-based media to create shades, tints, and a wide range of colors.
Once dry, Maxon inks remain waterproof and permanent. Available in Black,
Grey No. 1, and White. $8.29 EA.

Kuretake Cartoonist
Black Ink 60 A quick drying sumi ink that

Pentel Artist Sign Pen
Micro Brush These markers blend the popular

is very opaque. Water-based pigment. $6.99

Touch Sign Pen brush tip with an eyeliner brush,
creating an extra-long, super-slim brush tip
with individual bristles. $3.99 EA.

Deleter A4 Comic
Book Paper, 40 sheets Each sheet

Pink

Inks

Floral Favorites 1

Copic Sketch markers have reached our shelves! Dual-tip,
oval-shaped, and refillable, Copics remain one of the best
choices amongst professional-quality markers for designers,
comic artists, hobbyists, calligraphers, and more.
Smooth-flowing, low odor, alcohol-based ink is permanent,
acid free, and easily blendable. $35.10

Gray

Red

Black

Green

Sky Blue

Blue

Ochre

Violet

Brown

Orange

Yellow

Liquid
Vermillion Ink, 70mL

Fans of vermillion Sumi
ink rejoice! This gorgeous
Japanese ink flows
beautifully from pointed pens, and has
the same orange-red hue you know
and love. $8.00

of this best-selling comic paper has
center marks, frame marks, rulers, page
number boxes, and other helpful
organizational markings. All markings
are printed in non-repro blue. $13.50

Kyo No Too
Fountain Pen Ink Each bottle of

Kyo No Oto ink is inspired by the scenery
and culture of Japan. These dye-based
inks are great with dip pens and
fountain pens. $26.00 EA.
Black
(Nureba Iro)

Red
(Imayouiro)

Yellow Green
(Koke Iro)

Light Blue
(Hisoku)

Stunning on
Dark Papers!
Dr. Martin’s
Spectralite Ink

McCaffery’s Penman’s Ink

Developed with the help of leading
penman, this ink gives us the opportunity
to experience the faint hairlines and
deep rich shades associated with the
19th and early 20th century penman.
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Preferred by many pointed pen
users when waterproof inks are
needed. Excellent flow and color.
1 oz. dropper bottles. $6.89 EA.

White
Black

Dark Walnut

Gold

Forest Green

Silver

Nautical Blue

Copper

Spectrum Red

Glossy Black, $7.50

Penman’s Black, $7.25

Green, $9.50

Ivory, $7.50

Red Violet, $9.50

Indigo, $9.50

Bright White, $7.50

Brown, $9.50

Red, $9.50

Phone: 615.770.9902 • toll-free: 1.800.736.7772 • PaperInkArts.com

color on every letter and feature one of the most unique
color ranges amongst calligraphy inks. Colors can easily
be mixed and flow smoothly from nib to paper. 1 oz. jars.
$7.65 EA.

$8.60 EA.

Aqua Blue Green

Aspen Gold

Azure Blue

Cardinal Red

Peach Blush

Buffalo Brown

Midnight Blue

Charcoal

Periwinkle Blue

Daffodil Yellow

Sterling Silver

Cranberry

Spring Green

Flamingo Pink

Sweet Grass Green

French Lavender

Soot Black

Lagoon Blue

Wild Viola Violet

Glossy Black

Tranquil Taupe

Meadow Green

Ivory

Wild Rose Pink

Nasturtium Orange

Mauve Mist

Winter Sky Gray

Prairie Fire Orange

North Wind White

Wisteria

Sunflower Yellow

$6.25 EA.

Holbein Acrylic Ink

flows like water from brushes, nibs,
fountain pens, and more! Choose
from 50 brilliant, super-pigmented
colors that mix well and can be
used with most water-soluble media. Permanent, water-resistant, and
lightfast. Price, permanence, and opacity vary by color. 30mL. $6.38 – $13.88
Bamboo Green, $7.31

Mauve, $8.44

Pyrrole Red, $8.44

Burnt Sienna, $6.38

Naphthol Red Deep, $7.31

Quinacridone Crimson, $11.06

Burnt Umber, $6.38

Naphthol Red Light, $7.31

Quinacridone Gold, $11.06

Cobalt Blue, $13.88

Nickel Azo Yellow, $11.06

Quinacridone Magenta, $8.44

Colorless, $6.38

Oxide of Chromium, $8.44

Quinacridone Red, $11.06

Dioxazine Violet, $8.44

Pearl Gold, $11.06

Raw Sienna, $6.38

Greenish Yellow, $11.06

Pearl Silver, $11.06

Raw Umber, $6.38

Hansa Yellow, $7.31

Pearl White, $11.06

Sap Green, $8.44

Hansa Yellow Lemon, $7.31

Phthalo Blue, $7.31

Sepia, $7.31

Hooker’s Green, $7.31

Phthalo Green, $7.31

Shadow Green, $11.06

Imidazolone Brown, $8.44

Phthalo Turquoise, $7.31

Super Opaque Black, $8.44

Imidazolone Yellow, $8.44

Primary Black, $7.31

Super Opaque White, $8.44

Indanthrene Blue, $8.44

Primary Cyan, $7.31

Titanium White, $6.38

Isoindolinone Yellow, $8.44

Primary Magenta, $7.31

Ultramarine Blue, $6.38

Lamp Black, $6.38

Primary White, $7.31

Viridian Hue, $7.31

Luminous Lemon, $8.44

Primary Yellow, $7.31

Yellow Ochre, $6.38

Luminous Opera, $8.44

Pyrrole Orange, $8.44

r

Holbein Empty Refillable Markers

are great for bold, broad-edge lettering where a nib just
won’t do. These marvelous markers have replaceable
nibs and were developed for use with Holbein Acrylic Inks.
6mm, $5.63; 15mm, $6.38; 30mm, $8.21; 50mm, $9.71

Follow us on

@paperinkarts and

@paperandinkarts

Inks

Ziller Inks These acrylic inks deliver brilliant, consistent

Our Most
Popular
White!
Dr. Martin’s
Bleedproof
White

Works very
well for dip pens,
is quite viscous, and
considered to be
one of the best whites
available! $9.69

Winsor
Newton
Iridescent
Medium Add a little

glitz and glam to your
finished project or mix
into your favorite ink,
watercolor, or gouache
for a custom-color
sparkle. $8.49

Walnut
Drawing
Ink, 2.6 oz

This rich,
lightfast, warm
sepia-colored ink is
handmade in the US
and holds well in both
brushes and dip pen.
$8.49
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Paints

Inks

Dr. Martin’s Iridescent Colors These shimmering colors are
waterproof, lightfast and have excellent flow. 1 fl. oz., $7.49 EA.
Brass

Jade

Orchid

Sequins Blue

Copper

Metallic Green

Frosted Peach

Silver

Deep Blue

Crystal Mint

Rose Lame

Violet

Amethyst

Blue

Copperplate Gold

Misty Blue

Saffron Yellow

Iridescent White

Black Sparkle

Bronze

Green

Nickel (sable)

Salmon

Yellow

Holbein Gouache
20mL, Primary
Mixing Colors
Set of 5 These sets

FineTec Coliro Watercolors High-quality mica
watercolors that can be used with brushes, pointed nibs,
and broad edge pens. Available in sets or individual pans. $5.29 EA.

provide you with all
three primary colors as
well as black and white, making it
easy to mix any color imaginable.
Available for standard Holbein
gouache and Holbein Acryla
gouache. Gouache, $37.49;
Acryla gouache, $33.79

Sakura KOI
Watercolors CAC

Sakura KOI Field
Sketch Boxes are now
available in new
brilliant color
combinations! The CAC (Creative Art
Colors) edition features shimmery
metallic colors as well as bright
fluorescents for making art that
really pops. Set of 12, $25.99;
Set of 24, $33.99

Basilisk

Magnolia

Pistachio

Black Forest

Moonlight

Royal Blue

Vermillion Red

Apple Green

Dragon

Medusa

Rose Gold

Arabic Gold

Fairy

Mermaid

Rust

Blackberry

Fiji

Metallic Rose

Shining Pink

Black Mica

Fine Gold

Meteor

Silver-Grey

Black Pearl

Fine Lilac

Midnight Blue

Silver Pearl

Blue Green

Gold Pearl

Mint

Sky Blue

Blue Pearl

Golden Olive

Moon Gold

Sphinx

Blue Silver

Golden Orange

Moss Green

Stardust

Bronze

Green Pearl

Peach

Sterling Silver

Chocolate

Heart of Gold

Peacock Blue

Sunbeam

Copper Pearl

Inca Gold

Pink

Supernova

Cotton Candy

Indian Summer

Red

Tibet Gold

Dark Star

Jungle

Red-Brown

Unicorn

Deep Purple

Lagoon

Red-Violet

Walnut

Deep Space

Lavender

Rose

Pebeo Marbling Paints These paints allow you to create

u

stunning marbled effects on papers, fabrics, wood, and plaster by following the same
technique used with 11th century Japanese rice paper marbling and 19th century
European bookbinders. $7.50 EA.
Bengal Pink
Cyan
Sienna
White
Lemon Yellow

Vermillion

Ultramarine Blue

Gansai Tambi
Watercolors, New Pastel
Set of 12 We’re loving this

brand new pastel set of Gansai
Tambi Watercolors! This pack
includes 12 removable 1" pans and a paper color
chart to make your own swatches. These fine-caliber
watercolors are highly blendable and produce
creamy-smooth, intensely saturated colors. $17.60
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Emerald Green

Black

Gansai Tambi
Watercolors,
Irodori Kobako
6 Color Travel Set

This specialty set includes
a waterbrush, a black
Mangaka Flexible fine-point
brush pen, and 6 Gansai Tambi watercolors, all
packaged in a gorgeous Washi paper box. $15.99

Phone: 615.770.9902 • toll-free: 1.800.736.7772 • PaperInkArts.com

Paints

Winsor and Newton Cadmium-Free Colors

Winsor & Newton’s Designers Gouache has been the professional standard in gouache since it
was introduced in 1935. Smooth, matte, opaque, brilliant colors work beautifully with pointed
nibs, brushes, and broad edge calligraphy pens. Gum arabic binder allows for a creamy finish
with no start and stop marks. Highly pigmented, great covering power, and available in an
exceptionally wide spectrum of colors. Now available in cadmium-free alternatives. $23.79 EA.

Brushes
Raphael Travel
Watercolor Brush Set

Paint on the go with this
cute and convenient travel
brush set! This kit
includes six brushes and
a bamboo roll-up case
with stitched pockets that securely holds them all. $32.49

Monogram Princeton
Brush 20/0 Excellent for

miniature work! The small
size of this brush makes it
easy to maneuver and apply
fine details. Recommended by
Rosemary Buczek. $8.50

brushes similar to the Kolinsky sable
W&N Series 7 brushes, but more
affordable as they are made from a
sable and synthetic blend.
#0000, $5.99
#2, $6.99
#000, $5.99
#3, $7.99
#00, $5.99
#4, $8.49
#0, $5.99
#5, $9.49
#1, $6.49
#6, $10.49

Ruby Satin Pointed Triangle Brush

Three-sided and excellent for creating flowers, these
brushes can be loaded on each side with a different color.
Extra Small, $11.99; Medium, $14.99

Kraft Work
Memo Book A6

With a letterpressed
cover and beautiful
interior pages
(made from renewable
forests!), this notebook
was designed, printed
and assembled by hand in the US. Select colors
available in lined, sketch, graph and dot grid.
It’s unique size of 7 x 8.5 inches makes it perfect for
on the go. Once you hold this notebook you’ll never
want anything else. 160 pages. $22.00

These miniature
notebooks feature a
hardcover and twin-ring
binding, making them
both sturdy and
gorgeous. A6 size is
Inside
perfect for stowing in
your purse, backpack, or suitcase. Elastic band on
the top right corner of each book keeps the
contents safe and doubles as a pen strap. Interior
pages are toned brown with a 2mm white grid.
70 sheets. 5.8"x4.1", $7.20

Paper & Journals

Shorthand
Notebooks from
Iron Curtain Press

Winsor & Newton Sceptre
Series 101 Round watercolor

Fabriano EcoQua These fabulous notebooks are both practical and
attractive. Their small size makes them easy to transport in your purse, backpack,
or suitcase.
Available in Black, Lemon, Lime, Orange, Raspberry, Stone, Turquoise, Wine
A5 Staplebound Blank, $4.95
A5 Spiral Bound Blank, $5.95
A4 Staplebound Lined, $5.95
A4 Spiral Bound Blank, $9.95
A4 Staplebound Blank, $5.95
Inside: Dot

Follow us on

Inside: Lined

@paperinkarts and

Available in Cool or Warm
3.5 x 5.5 Staplebound Blank, Set of Four, $9.95
3.5 x 5.5 Staplebound Dot, Set of Four, $9.95

@paperandinkarts
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Paper & Journals

My Little Black Calligraphy Pad by inkmethis

Kestrel from inkmethis designed and produced these elegant practice pads specifically
with calligraphers in mind. 80 pages of smooth, 65 lb black paper rotates between slant
guides and dot grids to add variety and fit every calligrapher’s personal preference. $10.00

Whitelines Wirebound Notebooks

This patented line of pads and notebooks supports writings, drawings,
and ideas from people of all different walks of life. Each notebook is tinted
in soft grey and features white lines, grids, and dots rather than black.
The soft grey background reduces eye strain, meaning you can write
for longer and with fewer interruptions. Lines disappear when
scanned or copied, leaving your writings and drawings noise and
distraction-free. Plus, each Whitelines notebook is app compatible,
featuring 4 corner codes that allow you to capture pages and
immediately send them via email or upload them to Dropbox,
Evernote, and more. $8.84 EA.

Logical Prime W-Ring Notebook Unique in appearance and
utility, these beautiful notebooks feature a navy blue cardstock cover and
smooth, fountain-pen friendly white paper. Unique dot grid/line pattern and
spiral binding that doesn’t continue the entire length of the book. Paper is bleed
proof and accepts pencils, fountain pens, ballpoints, gel pens, and markers.
100 pages, 7.25"x10", $6.80
PAScribe Rhodia Carb’On
Lined Paper Pad, Black

This collaboration between calligrapher
Paul Antonio and Rhodia is perfect for
practicing calligraphy with your metallic
and white inks. 55 lb dyed paper features
a strong black color and a double-surface
that’s ideal for calligraphy, both on the
smooth front side and the fine-grained
back side. Perfect for all inks and fast-drying.
60 sheets. $30.00

Maruman
Sketchbook Olive
Series Drawing
Paper, F4 & F6

These bold spiralbound books are filled
with heavyweight drawing paper made
of woven felt. Each features a white
ribbon tie closure that’s sure to keep your
work safe. Pages have a smoother and a
rougher side, making this sketchbook
great for a variety of drawing media.
F4, $9.80; F6, $12.00

NEW WISHLIST FEATURE!
Create a shareable online
wishlist at paperinkarts.com

Inside: Blank
Inside: Grid

Inside: Dot
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Mnemosyne A4 Notebook Named after the Greek goddess of
memory, Mnemosyne notebooks are perfect for business meetings, note
taking, journaling, drawing, and everyday writing. Smooth, acid-free paper
won’t yellow, has low bleed, and will accept pencils, fountain pens, ballpoints,
gel pens, and markers. $15.00

Phone: 615.770.9902 • toll-free: 1.800.736.7772 • PaperInkArts.com

Paper & Journals

Midori Letter Writing Sets

These miniature letter sets from Midori pack a
whole lot of charm! Included are 4 printed
vertical envelopes, 12 sheets of lined paper, and
4 fuzzy stickers for sealing. These correspondence
sets are adorable and sure to brighten up any
recipient’s day. $7.25

Kokuyo Drawing and Picture Notebook

Perfect for creative minds, this unique notebook can be used in so many
different ways. Each page is printed with a different illustration, from forest
landscapes to a hot air balloon filled sky. Make your notes visually stimulating
by writing them in concert with each scene, use the illustrations as a
background for your writing, add your own doodles to each page, or simply
color the pictures in. One thing is for sure—you’ll never have boring notes
again! 183 pages. 5.1"x8.25", $18.00

Fabriano Black Black Pad

FREE
SHIPPING

These tapebound pads contain 20 sheets of
smooth, deep black drawing paper that’s perfect
for use with all your favorite metallic inks and gel
pens. Heavyweight acid-free paper is made from
chlorine-free cellulose pulp. 300gsm, 8"x8", $9.42

on any order
over $250

Arches Watercolor Pad,
140lb The same Arches fine

Fabriano
Studio Cold Press
Watercolor Pads,
Postcard Size 20
Sheets Make stylish,

art paper you love is now in a
pad! Available in cold press
or hot press. 10"x14", 12 pg.
Cold Press, $22.99
Hot Press, $22.99

high-quality handmade postcards with these
watercolor pads. Each page features a blank side and
a side pre-lined for addressing and stamping. $8.69

Rhodia These paper pads

feature smooth ivory paper,
easy fold-back covers, and a
variety of grid and line layouts
to fit every creative person’s
preference. 80 sheets per pad.
Blank 8.25"x11.75", $9.00
Gridded 8.25"x11.75", $9.00
Lined 8.25"x11.75", $9.00

Follow us on

@paperinkarts and

Hahnemuhle
Nostalgie Sketchbook

The company that makes
the fine German Ingres we
all love has released a line
of sketchbooks! Each
Nostalgie features 80 sheets of super smooth,
190gsm acid-free paper and a classy tweed
hardcover. Available in Portrait and Landscape.
A6, $15.95; A5, $21.95; A4, $31.95

@paperandinkarts
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Paper & Journals

Hahnemuhle Watercolor Books

contain natural white watercolor paper with
a fine-grained cold press surface on both
sides. Great for panorama work across the
pages and watercolor painting on-the-go.
Available in Portrait and Landscape. 60 pgs.
A6, $17.95; A5, $27.95; A4, $48.95

Mahara Watercolor Journal

These journals contain heavy handmade
watercolor paper from India and were
designed by calligrapher Randall Hasson. They
provide plenty of luxurious page space with a
15"x22" open page spread. 36 natural deckle
edged pages can be used with a wide variety
of media. $42.00

Giant 15" x 22" when opened up!
Canson Marker ProLayout Pads

Tools of the Trade & Storage

This paper has a semi-transparent
surface that’s slightly more opaque
than Borden & Riley Marker Layout,
but still suitable for laying over
calligraphy guidelines and grids.
Works beautifully with alcohol
markers, pointed pen, broad-edge, brush, graphite,
pastels, and charcoal. Bright White; 50 pgs; 18 lb.
9"x12", $13.09; 11"x14", $17.59; 14"x17", $24.29
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Kutsuwa Lead Adjustable
Pencil Sharpener This amazing pencil

sharpener can be adjusted to 5 different
sharpening angles with a simple turn
of the dial! Set the dial to 1 or 2 for a
sturdier, shorter tip that reduces breakage
and is great for colored pencils. Or, set the dial to 3–5
for your hard lead graphite drawing pencils. $8.20

Aluminum Multi-Angle
Ruler, Black Durable, convenient,

and portable, this aluminum multi-ruler
is 30cm long when fully extended, and
smoothly folds into itself with a click.
The central rotator features marks every
15 degrees, making it easy to measure
angles. Marks are laser-engraved and
easy to read. Sleek and professional while
still remaining utilitarian, it’s no wonder
this ruler won the 2013 Good Design Award. $18.00

Inside

Stonehenge
Aqua Cold Press Pad,
Black Introducing the

first 100% cotton black
watercolor paper!
Stonehenge Aqua Cold Press
Black will bring your metallic
paints, pearlescent inks, and
interference watercolors
to life. 9"x12" 140lb, $24.99;
10"x14" 300lb, $32.99

Logos Copperplate
Practice Pad These portable,
perforated 7"x10" practice
pads contain the entire
alphabet in traceable
letters along with easy to
follow instructions and
extra pages for writing
practice. 50 pgs. Lowercase
and Uppercase, $24.95

Slip-On Aluminium
Ruler, Gold This gorgeous
15cm ruler will add a pop of
elegance to your workspace,
desk, studio, or classroom. $5.60

Multi-Angle Ruler,
Plastic This convenient

tool is a protractor and
ruler all-in-one!
Portable and light, this clear
plastic multi-ruler is 30cm long when
fully extended, and folds into itself with a
click. The central rotator features marks every
15 degrees and the ruler stops in place at
every degree mark. Numbers and lines are
easy to read, and small holes are placed every
centimeter for easy marking. There are no
inches on this ruler, only centimeters. $4.80

Phone: 615.770.9902 • toll-free: 1.800.736.7772 • PaperInkArts.com

This tool is both practical and cute, with a 6"x6.5"
working space that’s perfect for cardmaking,
lettering on envelopes, and a wide range of other
small projects. It’s small size won’t take up too
much space in your suitcase, making it perfect for
traveling and calligraphy on-the-go! $39.99

Pebeo
Masking Fluid Marker

Calligraphy Engraver
by inkmethis Professional freehand

calligraphy engraver specially designed
for calligraphers by Kestrel Montes of
inkmethis. Perfect for glass, metal, stone,
at home use, or on site brand activation
event engraving. This engraver comes
with everything you need to be able to get started. No need to
figure out which collet reducer fits this machine or which burs.
You can open the box and start engraving! Available in Rose Gold,
Gold, and Silver. $325.00

Guide Maker by inkmethis

Easily add slant lines to any paper with this utterly
versatile calligraphy stencil! This guide maker from
inkmethis features various slant degrees, x-heights,
oval stencils, rulers, and more. The clear, thin plastic
allows users to easily see the placement of lines, and the thin design
allows for portability. $28.00

This innovative marker allows
you to easily add high-precision
details and highlights to your
work! Masking fluid flows
smoothly and skip-free from
this pen’s 0.7mm tip; simply
cover areas you don’t want to
be colored, color over them,
and rub the masking fluid off
with your finger or an eraser.
$8.96

Tombow
MONO
Sand &
Rubber
Eraser

This eraser is made from a
mixture of sand and rubber
which can be used to erase
pencil as well as ink markings.
Contains latex. $2.48

Artbin Slim
Line Nib Case
2 pack, 10 Bin

Envelope Ruler by inkmethis
Perfect for easily adding guide and
slant lines to any paper. Every
calligrapher’s dream! $14.00

The perfect way to
keep your nibs organized on the go!
3.75"x4.25", $6.99

Expanded Line of Dinky Dips
Larger Dinky Dips

Refill

Developed by customer demand, these larger dinky dips
hold more ink and are as easy to use as the smaller ones.
One Large Dinky Dip with Wood Block, $2.50;
Set of 4 with Block, $5.25; Single Refill Jar, 59¢ EA.

Screw Top Dinky Dips

These handy sets include four vials
with screw-top caps and a small
wooden storage block.
Set of 4 with Wood Block, $4.50
Set of 8 refills, $3.95

Follow us on
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Tools of the Trade & Storage

Mini Laser Square

Winsor Newton Gum
Arabic Liquid Add to inks
and gouache as a binder.
Increases gloss and
transparency of watercolors.
2.5 fl. oz., $13.99

Gum Arabic Paste,
15ml tube

This binder may help
reduce bleeding when added to certain inks.
In watercolors, it can decrease flow and inhibit
color mixing. Use liberally for an impasto effect,
or use sparingly to increase gloss and
transparency. $11.29

@paperandinkarts
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113 Graylynn Drive
Nashville, TN 37214

Uni Pin Fineliners These fine-line
drawing pens feature water-resistant, fade-proof
ink in 4 colors and a range of tip sizes, from 003
for extremely detailed work to a flexible brush
for lines of varying widths. $2.54 EA.
Nichiban Japanese
Artist Masking Tape

Kokuyo Masking Tape Cutters

Follow us on

This water-soluble
pencil works on nearly
any surface, including acetate, paper,
glass, metal, photo and film. $1.12

Blackwing Slate
Notebook has a matte black

A semi-transparent, very thin (.002")
white masking artist tape. Great for
masking when using with watercolors
as it’s able to leave a very clean edge and leaves
virtually no residue. Sizes range from 9mm to 40mm,
$3.15–$12.59 EA.

Make a clean cut edge on your decorative tape
with this easy-to-use compact
cutter. Simply clip the cutter
onto your roll of tape, unpeel
the tape, and tear it off!
Great for so many different
kinds of tape: washi, masking,
artist, blue, and more.
10–15mm, $4.60
20–25mm, $5.00

Stabilo All Pencil
for Film & Glass

hardcover, canvas spine, and durable
dual-sewn binding. Each Slate features
160 pages of 100GSM paper and comes
with a Blackwing pencil. $22.95

PAScribe Clairefontaine
Calligraphy Practice Pad, Blue/White
This collaboration between calligrapher
Paul Antonio and Clairefontaine is
specially designed to make learning
calligraphy accessible to everyone. Technical
PASCribe 4Fold Symmetry grid is
printed in soft gray smooth white
paper, and helps users gain a better
understanding of letterform
construction. 60 sheets. $24.00
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